Date: Sat. Nov 4 & Sun. Nov. 5

Location: to Be announced

Event title: "Indigenous Latin American Artisan Women and the 'Cultural Marketplace': A Tour"

Tour Description: The participants of this tour will be representatives from four indigenous women's artisan cooperative from Mexico, Bolivia, and Equidor. Each cooperative working towards

Event Description: The Albany portion of the "tour" will present an exhibition of the crafts these women produce and a cultural presentation including slides, music and lectures on the artisans, their cultures and the role of indigenous women craft producers in the global economy. A workshop and forum will be presented to provide local audiences and artisans access to the individual "tour" artisans and to understand the production process.
Event Title:
"Indigenous Latin American Artisan Women and the Cultural Marketplace: A Tour"

Event Description:

A national tour of craft women from Mexico, Ecuador and Bolivia will stop in Albany to exhibit their work and participate in forums, workshops and craft demonstrations. Cultural presentations will provide local audiences and artisans an opportunity to interact with the tour artisans, and will look at the production of native crafts and role of indigenous women craft producers in the global economy.